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Monster Goose
From "Mary, Mary, Tall and Scary" to "Wee Willie Werewolf," this collection of classic nursery
rhymes turned on their heads will give readers the chills--and a serious case of belly laughs.
With clever rhyme and spooky illustrations, Mother Ghost is perfect for getting in the Halloween
spirit. Boo!
Preschoolers are introduced to a collection of Mother Goose rhymes in this boldly illustrated
addition to the Sesame Street Bright & Early Board Books series.
A collection of poems celebrating the habits and habitat of Emperor penguins.
A collection of folktale and fairy tale adaptations incorporates the author's signature silly animal
characters into such classics as "The Three Little Pigs" and "Little Red Riding Hood."
Valentina's family has come from Russia with a wonderful dream --- to own a store. Valentina
wants to help, but everyone says she's too little to contribute to the glass jar where the dream
money is kept. The family becomes discouraged when little money comes in, but Valentina has
discovered how she can help make their dream come true.
A quacktastic Easter read! The stars of the bestselling Duck & Goose and Duck, Duck, Goose
return in this board book for preschoolers, this time, to introduce basic opposites. In this ALAALSC Notable Children's Book, Goose carries an oh-so-heavy log, while duck easily balances
a light-as-a-feather feather. Thistle is one fast bird, but Goose is slooo-w. And when Duck is
sound asleep, Goose is wide awake. With a simple text and colorful illustrations–plus the
inimitable characters, of course–here’s a wonderful, and humorous, introduction to an
important concept.
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Disney's 1949 adaptation of Mother Goose's nursery rhymes, featuring beloved characters like
Mickey Mouse, Cinderella, and Pinocchio, now in a sturdy board book edition of a Little Golden
Book--perfect for the very youngest Disney fans! The timeless Disney Little Golden Book
adaptation of classic Mother Goose nursery rhymes is now in a lovely board book format that
features a classic gold spine, vintage illustrations, and sturdy pages. Experience all the wonder
of your favorite Disney classic in a format that is just the right size for little hands, a perfect
book for Disney fans and children ages 0 to 3.
Connecting art and language arts, this guide offers creative lessons for more than 140 favorite
children's books, most of which have been published within the last 10 years. The lessons help
teachers inspire young students to create art projects related to a book's story. In the first part
of the book, the author explains more than 50 art techniques that can be used with almost any
book, including batik, collage, decoupage, paste paper, and sponge painting. The second part
of the book provides teachers with a wealth of illustrated lessons. Each lesson includes the
book's title, the art project, a brief description of the story as it relates to the art project,
supplies, instructions, bibliographic information, and a list of relevant Web sites. Children's
Books include: - Araminta's Paint Box - Arthur's Pet Business - Birdsong - Charlotte's Web Dear Peter Rabbit - Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire - Milo and the Magical Stones Rechenka's Eggs - Where the Sidewalk Ends

The creator of the beloved Little Monster character combines with classic Mother
Goose rhymes a host of fun words having to do with music, pets, sports, birthdays,
seasons, holidays, feelings, colors and numbers.
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A scrambled mess . . . Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. Or--as his brother Detective
Joe Dumpty thinks--was he pushed? This case isn't all it's cracked up to be. Suspects
are plenty (as are the puns) in this scrambled story of nursery rhyme noir. Was it Little
Miss Muffet? There's something not right about her tuffet. Or could it have been
Chicken Little, who's always been a little cagey? Or was it the Big Bad Wolf, who's got
a rap sheet as long as a moonless night? Joe's on the beat and determined to find the
truth. Readers of all ages will delight in the word play and hilarious illustrations in this
mystery of what really happened to Humpty Dumpty on that fateful day.
A collection of twenty-five nursery rhymes, rewritten to feature vampires, ghouls,
mummies, the Loch Ness monster, and other fearsome creatures.
Gretchen, and her stepbrother, Clark hate staying at their grandparents' house.
Grandpa Eddie is totally deaf. And all Grandma Rose wants to do is bake. Plus, they
live right in the middle of a dark, muddy swamp. Things couldn't get any worse, right?
WRONG. Because there's something really weird about Grandma and Grandpa's
house. Something odd about that room upstairs. The one that's locked. The one with
the strange noises coming from it. Strange growling noises...
An original folktale full of wit, magic, and leprechauns, that is sure to delight for St.
Patrick’s Day as well as all year round. The luck of the Irish has waned after the greedy
Leprechaun King has taken all the good fortune in Ireland and locked it away. It is up to
one cunning girl, Fiona to come up with a plan to get the luck and good tidings back
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from the leprechauns to help the people of Ireland. Through clever charades, Fiona
uses her wit to outsmart the powerful Leprechaun King and restore luck to the Emerald
Isle. Luminous and enchanting illustrations add to the wonder of this original folktale,
that is sure to charm readers young and old who are looking for a bit of magic to spark
their story time.
Cookie Monster learns simple meditation techniques and plays a fun game to help be
more patient--based on the popular Sesame Street Monster Meditation video on
YouTube made in collaboration with the mindfulness app Headspace. Sometimes
everyone needs to slow down and take some cleansing belly breaths--even Cookie
Monster! This terrific board book features Cookie Monster learning a calming game to
help pass the time as he waits for his cookies to finish baking. The game is a fun and
simple one that all young boys and girls can easily play whenever they need to be
patient. This is Book 1 in a series of 6 books, all inspired by the popular Sesame Street
Monster Meditation videos on YouTube, that will help young girls and boys learn
mindfulness techniques along with their favorite characters. The videos are made in
collaboration with Headspace, the mindfulness app. Sesame Workshop, the nonprofit
educational organization behind Sesame Street, aims to help kids grow smarter,
stronger, and kinder through its many unique domestic and international initiatives.
These projects cover a wide array of topics for families around the world.
Carve out family time for this Halloween read starring New York Times bestselling
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feathered friends Duck & Goose as they go trick-or-treating! Duck is going as a spooky
ghost. Goose is going as a brave superhero. And Thistle’s costume . . . well, that's a
secret. But what will Duck and Goose do when they hear a very scary swamp monster
is looking for them? Praise for the Duck & Goose series: “Duck and Goose have taken
their places alongside Frog and Toad and George and Martha as fine examples of
friendship, curiosity and problem-solving.” —Kirkus Reviews “Charming, funny, simple,
and surprising. . . . Hills is master of the light comic touch.” —The Boston Globe
Oh no! The big bad wolf is in London! But he is no match for these three little pigs!
Staring a silly big bad Siberian Husky, the cleverest Guinea Pig this side of a hard hat,
and famous London city landmarks, this version of the Three Little Pigs turns the
classic children's story into a hilarious tale of London pride! Includes a write your own
story activity especially for children ages 3-8 who are planning to visit, or who have
recently visited, the great city of London! Looking for a different city? Search Dr. Silly
Goose for more city-specific versions of The Three Little Pigs. Also available: Los
Angeles, Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia, San Antonio, San Diego, Dallas, New York
City, Jacksonville, San Francisco, Austin, Seattle, Denver, Washington DC, and
Boston.
"This picture book challenges young readers to bring the silly out of a very Serious Goose"-A fun story that teaches not to judge by appearances and to learn that each person has an
inner world full of creativity. Guided Reading Level: O, Lexile Level: 1030L
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Superheroes have superpowers, abilities like strength or invisibility or flight. But did you know
that ordinary kids have superpowers too? From dancing to reading to persistence and
optimism, all of us have a superpower that makes us special and unique, a special ability that
enables us to make a difference in the world. What's your superpower? With eighteen stories
of kids with everyday superpowers, The Big Book of Superpowers will inspire kids to look
inside and find what makes them extraordinary!
Maxwell Moose loves camping out and making s’mores and telling spooky stories. But what if
Maxwell’s imaginary Mountain Monster stories aren’t as imaginary as he thought?
UH OH! There's a MONSTER in YOUR book! Shake, wiggle, and tickle the monster out in this
interactive bedtime read-aloud that launched the Who's In Your Book series--and is perfect for
a spooktacular gift this Halloween! With the irresistible pull of Hervé Tullet's Press Here and
the charm of The Monster at the End of This Book, this inviting and interactive read-aloud will
have kids tilting, spinning, and shaking the book to get the adorable little monster out! That's
right! He's out of the book . . . and in their room somewhere. OH-NO!! Bestselling author and
musician Tom Fletcher and illustrator Greg Abbott have created a monster that readers will fall
in love with--and want to play with--again and again! It will get your own little monster tuckered
out and snuggled in! Don't miss a single story in the Who's In Your Book series! * There's a
Monster In Your Book * There's a Dragon In Your Book * There's an Elf In Your Book * There's
an Alien in Your Book ...and more books to come! Children's Choice Award Honor Book (K-2nd
grade) "Playful, engaging, and full of opportunities for empathy--a raucous storytime hit."
--Kirkus Reviews
Monster is Sad. So Sad. A sad monster is sad at school. He is sad because he doesn’t have
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any friends. Is there someone who can make him happy? The Sad, Sad Monster is a cute
book for monster-loving toddlers through beginning readers. Simple sentences make this a
perfect first reader.
The original series from the Master of Fright--now a major motion picture in theaters August 7,
2015!
A selection of Mother Goose rhymes, some with "monstrous" adaptations suitable to the
"monsterly" pictures.

Friends and imagination save the day Goose's friends love the stories he makes
up when they're playing. Except one thing - Goose is always the hero. And when
they ask to take turns leading the fun, Goose doesn't agree. While they argue
about it, no one notices the hungry wolf sneaking up on them until he shouts,
"Hello, Lunch!" This real-life danger shows Goose how silly he's been and that
his friends make terrific heroes! Always a surefire hit on laps or at storytime,
Keiko Kasza's latest shows how imagination can come in handy in an
unexpected way.
Little monsters needing to make the play a hit.
Traditional Mother Goose nursery rhymes are rewritten, depicting unruly students
attending the school of Spinster Goose.
The Mother Goose Monsters have brewed up some mixed-up, haunted fairy tales
perfect for young readers. These silly, spooky stories, coupled with captivating
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art, will make Halloween a frightful treat. Find out what happens one dark and
stormy night when all of the little monsters take turns telling their favorite tale with
a special "monster twist."
The Mother Goose Monsters have brewed up their own versions of classic
rhymes perfect for young readers. These ghoulishly giddy nursery rhymes are
outrageous and fun for the whole family. Find out what happens to the old
monster who lived in a shoe, or when Mary took her ghost to school one day.
Rhyming words, repetitive text, and silly nonsense stories are presented in a fun
and entertaining way sure to encourage early literacy skills and the love of
storytelling.
Collections of Mother Goose rhymes.
Duck and Goose face a challenge to their friendship when an enthusiastic young
duck moves into their neighborhood who wants to play--and win--all sorts of
games.
Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning,
readers' advisory, or collection development, this updated edition of the wellknown companion makes finding the right picture books for your library a breeze.
• Offers easy subject access to children's picture books • Features a userfriendly organization • Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail
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“For all of us who grew up loving Dungeons & Dragons and Tolkien, Monster Goose is an
excellent way to introduce our little ones to the world of fantasy!”—Drew Daywalt, bestselling
author of The Day the Crayons Quit “Monstrously clever—I’d rather Mary had a hippogriff than
a ‘little lamb’ any day!” —Molly Idle, award-winning illustrator of Flora and the Flamingo “The
charm and wit of the poems in this book is matched only by Abigail’s beautiful and timeless
illustrations.”—Brian Kessinger, story artist for Walt Disney animation studios “Young readers
will ‘goblin up’ these wickedly humorous re-told favorites.” —Edith Hope Fine, author of
Sleepytime Me
It's a whole new ride from master of horror and bestselling author R.L. Stine--with a story so
fiendish that it can't be contained to just one book! For an athlete like Matt Daniels, breakfast is
the most important meal of the day. It's also the msot dangerous. That's because somebody is
about to pull a mean prank. The recipe is simple: Just add Monster Blood. As if Matt's
problems weren't big and slimy enough, a surprise invitation will lead to the even more trouble.
How long can Matt survive inside a terrifying theme park? Not very long if his friends keep
disappearing!
The Mother Goose Monsters tell some of their favorite spooky fairy tales, substituting
themselves for the familiar characters.
Four hilarious stories, two inventive brothers, one irresistible story! Join Charlie and Mouse as
they talk to lumps, take the neighborhood to a party, sell some rocks, and invent the bedtime
banana. With imagination and humor, Laurel Snyder and Emily Hughes paint a lively picture of
brotherhood that children will relish in a format perfect for children not quite ready for chapter
books.
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